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MONITORING & METERING

THE IMPORTANCE
OF METERING AND
MONITORING ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

T

here are proven business
benefits to putting in place
metering and monitoring of
energy consumption. According
to the Carbon Trust, typically,
20% of a business’ annual energy costs
are wasted through the use of energy
inefficient equipment. A British Gas
survey of several thousand smart meters
showed that 46% of SME total electricity
use is out of hours between 6pm and
8am, and other sources claim many
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industrial installations are seeing a 50%
reduction in efficiency from heat loss due
to poor or missing pipe lagging. It is also
the case that up to 60% of an offices heat
is lost through the fabric of the building.
With these statistics in mind,
monitoring power and energy usage
in a facility or installation can often
identify hidden issues that affect both
operational and environmental quality,
can pinpoint the reason for higher
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than desired energy costs, and can
reveal the causes of more frequent
equipment repair and replacement.
The energy delivered to any
industrial or commercial facility is
generally considered to be in the
form of electricity and gas, and
statistics show in commercial and
other tertiary environments in
Western Europe this is often broken
down into the following shares.

The objective of this would be to quantify the most economical sources of energy, set the energy
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Monitoring and controlling the consumption of energy generally consists of two important stages,
the energy audit and a metering plan. And the implementation of these represent the first steps
Energy supply
along the path to improving the energy performance of an organisation.
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The energy audit provides a detailed insight into energy consumption, and highlights improvements
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The energy audit provides a detailed insight into energy consumption, and highlights improvements
in energy and production efficiency.
The metering plan, specific for every organisation, is essential to measure and compare consumption
over time. It involves the implementation of metering and measurement equipment to calculate the
EPI (Energy Performance Index) and consumption.
The analysis of all of this data makes it possible to validate, or invalidate, the saving actions
undertaken, and to keep an optimised level of energy performance over the long term.
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